
Chris Martin #WalkToWork 

Green streets make us happy and healthy, and make walking more enjoyable. This one has been 

greened by time. #WalkThisMay 

Filtered permeability makes for a quiet walk, and let cafes spill out in the morning. #WalkThisMay 



The world needs fun! Make streets that make you happy, and people will choose to walk. 

#enjoyablecities #WalkThisMay 

The soon to be Grand Place Piazza getting going! #WalkThisMay 



And looks like they’ve planned for #bottlefills to reduce #SingleUsePlastics! 🐟👍 

Walk This Way #WalkThisMay 



Simple transition into the pedestrian priority space #WalkThisMay 

Even the cycle symbol makes you want to sit up and smile #WalkThisMay 



Now here’s an avenue of trees. Makes for a great place to walk when the sun is beating down 

#WalkThisMay 

Long communal dining tables. Bringing conviviality, social connectedness, and fun to a lunchtime near 

you. We designed one of these for the new Old Street Roundabout garden spaces. #WalkThisMay 

#enjoyablecities 



Great view. Great cause. Art is vital in the public realm. #WalkThisMay 

But people don’t cycle when it’s hilly?! They do when they’re protected. And by hedgehogs in this 

instance 🦔 #WalkThisMay 



On the whole #micromobility seems well placed here, keeping the #pavementsforpeople 

#WalkThisMay 

Active and engaging frontage is the cornerstone of a walkable place. Makes for very #enjoyablecities. 

#WalkThisMay 



And when you have to cross big old streets. Keep it simple, keep it safe. #WalkThisMay 

Separating cyclists and pedestrians from traffic, with #SuDS and planting makes for an enjoyable 

place to walk and cycle #WalkThisMay 



Connecting up a network of enjoyable streets for walking and cycling. #WalkThisMay 

Breaking up the linearity of the street to calm speeds. #WalkThisMay #enjoyablecities 



Continuous footways for pedestrian priority. Does your city connect its transport hierarchy to design? 

#WalkThisMay #enjoyablecities 

Fun, wit, enjoyment, and laughter. Words we should see more in public realm design guides? 

#walkthismay #EnjoyableCities 



Really simple bus stop marking. Great way to reduce visual clutter. #WalkThisMay 

Is your scheme Child-friendly? No? Start again. #WalkThisMay #EnjoyableCities 



A fitting end to our #Brussels #walktowork this year. Our destination for today’s meetings. 

@EU_Commission #WalkThisMay 

And that’s a wrap! @bricycle and I did our #WalktoWork in Brussels this year. Check out 

#WalkThisMay to follow our route to Jacques Brel.

twitter.com/eu_commission
twitter.com/bricycle

